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There is nothing inevitable about aging--that is the inspiring message from Dr. National bestseller.
"--Bernie Siegel, M. For all people interested in an extended, full life, this book is a valuable source.
Chopra presents us with details that can help us live very long, healthy lives."Once again Dr.D., author of
Love, Medication and Miracles Over 1. Range drawings. Deepak Chopra.5 million copies sold.
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Ageless Body, Timeless Mind I 1st hit upon the 3-CD audio recording of this book, was very impressed by
the depth of content, and ordered the written text for a less-hurried encounter. When the book was first
published, Chopra was on the cutting edge of blending traditional medication with new developments in
quantum physics. Five Stars The author offers a positive approach to living an extended and healthful life,
Slow your aging! He provides helpful exercises throughout--some very challenging but often
productive--and wisely recaps essential concepts. He affords the reader freedom of choice, under no
circumstances dictatorial, but also reveals and explains why the population is certainly in such desperate
condition due to poor diet, lack of physical activity, spiritual numbness, etc. Regardless, I came across this
book to be a good read with some superb advice on how to deal with the process of ageing. When I saw
this hardcover reserve (Ageless Body timeless mind by Deepak Chopra M. As a senior citizen with several
medical issues I am often seeking methods to keep healthy and well. A fascinating and thoughtfully
written reserve for anyone who is desires to live a full and happy lifestyle.D. And still is practical!I just
finished scanning this text message and found it to be well-written and thought provoking. What the
author emphasizes is actually not new, but the method he presents the material makes this essential read
for anyone interested in improving themselves physically, mentally and spiritually.Regrettably, the author
gives the impression in this book that you could somehow defeat father time by just becoming more
positive and following a healthy life style. I suspect the author may have been youthful when he wrote
this reserve because most people when they are youthful think they'll never grow outdated and can live
forever.Rating: 5 Stars. Very good reserve. The reading level is normally comfortable for some adults, and
the huge benefits to your advance through the years is priceless. Who understands? Human kind may
discover the elixir of youth some day time? That is why I gave this reserve five stars. Bought in 1993 and
am re- reading this now I browse this when it first cmae out and really enjoyed it. To comprehend your
immortal nature. however, until we learn to turn off the ageing gene in our bodies we will continue to
age, some faster plus some slower depending on one’s medical issues. As a person who lives in a pension
community I am faced with the real reality of aging each day. Joseph J. Truncale (Author: Chair/Seated
Tai Chi, Qigong and Yoga exercises for seniors and the physically challenged). Even though I think this
book makes some valid points about aging; a wonderful read that will give you a completely different
view of life, death, health, sickness, aging, curing and eternity.. In this wonderful book (a must! It had
been basic, undiscovered and unadulterated Chopra. A tool, greater than a book.. Five Stars Great book. I
only regret that I did so not purchase it sooner. As soon as we understand that the nature of our
awareness is timeless, this process of ageing can stop and also reverse. I especially just like the section on
how to deal with stress. Very good book.. and it is right here where this publication grows interesting;
Five Stars Wonderful read and probably one of is own best. Im pulling ourt my aged copy and going to
read it once again. We interpret that as the end, while it is really transformation. "the habit of fear has
sunk therefore deep that your body remembers to transport it out, even though the mind is definitely
resisting with all its might".After reading this book, I'm also able to see, that in a couple hundred years
from now, many areas of our Western, modern medicine, will be seen as not very dissimilar to that from
the center ages inside our eyes today. It's our unique capability of consciousness among all living
creatures, gives us this likelihood..... Essential read! 342 web pages) on Amazon for a discount price I
decided to purchase it.I have read some of Deepak's books, and lastly have come out with a belief that
he's talking out of his group in a few of his later books (on happiness and realization etc). But this
publication is a traditional.Deepak Chopra was a trained MD/Doctor in the east coast before dealing with
Ayurveda and spirituality as full time job! That is one reserve where he combines his medical
understanding and spiritual knowledge in right dosages and makes a good sense out of that.He manages
to capture the Indian spirituality (behind all of the rituals and religions of India), and makes it easy to
understand. Placing spiritual understanding on a scientific basis/facts in this book is what is appealing to



me.In all a great browse and a few points to eliminate (for changing your life style for the better).This
book is organized into five parts and covers the next material: the land where no-one is old, aging and
awareness, defeating entropy, the science of longevity, and breaking the spell of mortality. I bought it
once again this weekend and acquired it shipped as a gift to a pal. Our physical globe and our inner globe
(quantum) are carefully related, forming the unity that gives consistency to the world we perceive, but
perception is usually reality and ours can be conditioned to think we are trapped in time and space so, we
get old and die because we anticipate that. Interesting perspective on aging.We aren't these bodies,
however the thoughts that create it and the ones ones result from the Field.Note: Be careful when you
purchase as a gift. Amazon shipped it without the enclosed gift/note card and the book was dusty.
Luckily, my firend was very understanding. that it is a matter of awareness! An Excellent reserve that
combines sprituality and science! unity is what we should always aim for. It was simple This was one of
his first works, and probably one of his best.), Deepak Chopra explains in a very understandable method
and from A to Z, the difference between growing old and growing sick, being the last one, the accepted
condition inside our Western cultures for anybody over 45 years older, but amazingly, this will not have
to end up being. Despite the fact that the years have passed, the wisdom of Chopra continues to be
untainted or diminished by current medical thought and practice. This is really one look at our aging
process, however amazing!!! Not merely is the reading inspiring, the music is definitely beautiful, though
limited. biological age depends on psychological age he says, implying that knowledge of true nature is
essential to overcome the fear and sorrow feelings that are really responsible for our cells' inability at a
certain point of age (beginning at around 30 years outdated) to rejuvenate themselves; I heartily
recommend it for you. Ageless Body, Timeless Mind--Chopra and Harrison Combine for an excellent
Experience This really is lovely.. opens up a person for new encounters. For this reason I do not think it is
useful evading the facts of reality with regards to life and aging.
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